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Summary 

Economic indicators 
After two years of near-stagnation, the Dutch economy is set to decline by 0.5% in 
2003. Although real GDP growth may reach 1% in 2004 and accelerate to 2% in 
2005, other factors, such as projected increase in an unemployment rate, will lead to 
further deceleration in wages and prices. 

This in turn will slow down the growth of telecom revenues. Overall, mobile usage will 
suffer less than fixed, as economic evidence suggest that in countries with a GDP 
PPP per capita over a certain limit, the convenience of mobility is a main factor for a 
mobile adoption. Substitution of fixed calls (and to a lesser extent connections) with 
mobile is a real issue in the Netherlands, although to a lesser degree than in 
countries with a better economic situation and higher mobile penetration. 

Status of call substitution in the Netherlands 
Users in the Netherlands with access to both fixed and mobile telephones have made 
an increasing proportion of their calls over their mobile handset. The number of 
mobile minutes has increased with CAGR 36.2% in the period from 1999 to 2003, 
while the CAGR for the fixed minutes had a negative value of 3.2% in the same 
period. Part of the mobile traffic is complimentary to the fixed, and consists of the 
calls that wouldn’t be placed otherwise, but many calls are made over the mobile 
network even when the fixed network is available. These calls represent the degree of 
call substitution.  

Users make a selection on a call-by-call basis depending on: 

- the price of the mobile vs. fixed call  

- required and available quality of the service (for business users primarily)  

- the availability of fixed vs. mobile connections. 

Fixed-mobile substitution is the real issue in the Netherlands, and the level of it is 
largely defined by the mobile price premium. Quality of mobile voice is comparable to 
fixed, hence in a situation where both fixed and mobile connections are available the 
mobile to fixed price premium largely defines a level of call substitution. With mobile 
prices in the Netherlands going down, call substitution will continue to accelerate, 
especially in the consumer market.  

Bundled minutes will continue to be one of the major drivers for call substitution. 
Presented with a choice of using bundled free minutes on their mobiles, or 
chargeable fixed minutes, most users are likely to choose to make calls from their 
mobile phones. Therefore, fixed operators have to introduce bundled fixed minutes to 
combat this trend.  
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Status of access substitution in the Netherlands 
Access substitution is driven by call substitution. It can be defined as: 

- Using a mobile phone for all calls, even when a fixed line is available 

- A choice made by the young or highly mobile user to have a mobile connection 
only  

- Using mobile line for voice and fixed line for data (considering that we are 
assessing a substitution of voice, this type of substitution can be classified as an 
access substitution because the fixed line is not used for voice) 

Access substitution is already taking place in the Netherlands, although we believe 
that only few users will abandon their fixed connections in favour of mobile. According 
to KPN, today just 7% of households in the Netherlands chose mobile as their only 
voice channel. For consumers, the mobility convenience and the handset functionality 
as drivers for access substitution fade in comparison to the barriers such as mobile 
price premium (especially for international calls) and the need to keep a fixed line for  
Internet use. Even with fully operational 3G networks these barriers will remain in 
place, with the exception of a reduction in the mobile premium.  

The barriers for mobile access substitution by businesses are even stronger than 
those of consumers. Mobile voice services will remain a complement to fixed voice 
services. Voice is a mission critical application for business.  

Most of the Dutch operators, whom we interviewed, felt that access substitution would 
become a reality in 5-7 years time, mainly for the consumer market. They expected to 
see a gradual increase in call substitution during the next 2-3 years 

Three possible scenarios for fixed mobile substitution 
• Scenario one is status quo: with the saturation of mobile markets the substitution 

effect is felt, but fixed and mobile will continue in the current proportions.  

• Scenario two is gradual call substitution: a price competition among mobile 
operators and, later, the launch of 3G in the Netherlands, will make mobile voice 
cheaper. This development, coupled with the convenience advantage will 
stimulate gradual migration of traffic to mobile. Very few users abandon fixed 
lines.  

• Scenario three envisages accelerated access substitution: as a result of 
mobile price reductions before and after the introduction of 3G, very cheap mobile 
voice accelerates a trend of access substitution, as the growing number of users 
abandon fixed voice subscriptions.  
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Gradual call substitution will continue 
We believe that gradual call substitution is the most likely scenario for the 
development of mobile substitution. Further reduction in mobile tariffs due to price 
competition and availability of excess capacity will continue the call substitution trend. 

The strong barriers for access substitution among users coupled with perception and 
behaviour inertia are the key factors that will prevent significant access substitution.  

Key factors for call substitution 

Comparative pricing: key factor 

The difference between mobile and fixed pricing is the key factor that will shape the 
degree of call substitution in the Netherlands. At present, in the Netherlands mobile 
voice is 4 times more expensive than fixed. A decline in mobile prices will drive a 
greater proportion of potential fixed traffic on to mobile networks. We think, that the 
reduction of mobile prices will be a common phenomenon among mobile operators in 
the Netherlands due to fierce competition; we already see operators (such as T-
Mobile and Telfort) choosing ‘competing on price’ as their market strategy. 

Excess capacity will accelerate the level of call substitution 

The increased capacity of 3G networks coupled with technology price declines will 
enable mobile operators to price mobile voice cheaper than at the current levels. But 
before 3G becomes fully commercial in the Netherlands (over the next 2-3 years), we 
expect to see existing mobile operators selling off the extra network capacity that 
appeared due a moderate mobile data take up. These factors will encourage the 
entrance of MVNOs that will focus on selling mobile voice, which will drive mobile 
prices down even further. This process is already well under way, with operators such 
as Vodafone and Telfort signing agreements with MVNOs in the Netherlands. 

Mobile operators: fighting for fixed traffic 
Mobile operators can exploit the convenience advantage and the handset 
functionality as the key weapons to promote substitution. Their competencies in tariff 
innovation and regulatory freedom in setting tariffs are strong weapons in the 
potential substitution battle. In the Netherlands, we see mobile operators competing 
on price and offering flat-rate packages. 

Robust fixed operator defences 
Fixed operators are not defenceless prey in the substitution game. They can exploit 
their lower tariffs (for international calls especially) and Internet use to preserve their 
revenues. Flat rate tariffs have proved to work as loyalty tools, and are solid defences 
against both call and access substitution. If OPTA were to allow flat rates for fixed 
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calls, we would expect that this would be a very effective way for KPN to fight off 
competition in the short term and also protect their access business in the long term.  

Another way for fixed operators to keep ownership of their customers is to offer 
bundled fixed-mobile services. In fact, we see that in the Netherlands many fixed 
operators are moving towards offering bundled fixed and mobile services, both for 
business users and consumers. Tele2, for example, is continuing its strategy of 
converting its fixed line customers to become MVNO customers. Versatel started 
offering bundled services for the business market, that includes Internet, fixed 
telephony and mobile telephony. 
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Convergence vs. substitution - 
definitions 
To avoid confusion, we should make a distinction between Fixed Mobile Convergence 
(FMC) and Fixed Mobile Substitution (FMS). Once we clarify the definitions, we will 
focus on accessing the developments in the FMS (as oppose to FMC) in the 
Netherlands. 

Fixed Mobile Convergence 
We define fixed mobile convergence as being the combination of previously separate 
fixed and mobile services, networks and commercial practices, as shown in Figure 2.   

Figure 2. Fixed mobile convergence 

Source: Ovum 

 

The FMC definition does not presuppose a technology, but fixed services will 
generally use either wireline or wireless local loop delivery, and mobile services will 
use a cellular wireless system. 

There are different levels of fixed mobile convergence: 
• network convergence – fixed and mobile networks physically using the same 

infrastructure. This level of convergence is more easily accomplished by new 
entrants, who can build a network designed for both fixed and mobile services 

• commercial convergence – the pooling of resources between fixed and mobile 
departments (for example, sharing marketing or customer-service groups). 

• service convergence – this is the seamless delivery of fixed and mobile telephony 
and support services, irrespective of the underlying technology used to deliver 
those services. Examples of fixed–mobile convergent services include single 
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voicemail boxes, single numbers and unified messaging across both fixed and 
mobile networks.  

Fixed Mobile Substitution 
The term fixed mobile substitution has been used loosely in the industry to 
incorporate the various degrees of user preference of mobile services in addition, or 
instead of fixed services. Without distinguishing the levels of substitution, the term 
can be confusing.  We will focus this study on two types of fixed mobile substitution: 

• Call substitution, where the user with access to both fixed and mobile services, 
uses his mobile phone instead of fixed for some, or all calls 

• Access substitution, where the user disposes of the fixed connection altogether 
and uses a mobile phone as the only voice device. 

Call substitution is a state of co-existence of both fixed and mobile services. The user 
maintains subscription of both services, and decides which device to use on a call by 
call basis. Call substitution, despite being detrimental, is not fatal for the fixed 
operators, as they still have the subscription revenues from their users. Mobile 
operators in turn benefit from the increased spend of the subscribers.  

The fact that users make a decision on a call by call basis as to which device to use, 
whilst paying for the ownership of both devices paints a picture of fixed and mobile 
phones as complementary to each other. However, the danger for the fixed operator 
is that if users substitute an ever greater proportion of their fixed calls with mobile, 
they will reach a point where they will begin to question the need for a fixed 
subscription, which leads us to the issue of access substitution.  

Access substitution is by far more detrimental for fixed operators and by far more 
beneficial for mobile operators. It would mean that the severance of the relationship 
between the customer and the fixed operator and loss of both subscription and call 
revenues from that subscriber. Fixed operators will be trying everything in their 
powers to prevent access substitution, while mobile operators are in a strong position 
to benefit from it. Fixed operators in the Netherlands are trying to find ways to combat  
call substitution before it reaches critical mass to become access substitution. 
Versatel, for example, introduced a bundled service package for business users that 
include Internet, fixed voice and mobile voice. 

Dutch operators, interviewed for this study, do not believe that within next 2-3 years, 
the FMS will reach a level where the fixed line will be used only for Internet and 
mobile only for voice. Therefore, for the Netherlands, the access substitution will not 
be a major issue in the short-term. 
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Economic assessment 
According to OECD, after two years of near-stagnation the Dutch economy 
contracted in the first half of 2003. GDP is set to decline by 0.5% for the year as a 
whole, as consumers are adjusting to weak disposable income and fading wealth 
effects, business is struggling to restore competitiveness and sound balance sheets 
and the government has tightened its fiscal policy. Although real GDP growth may 
reach 1% in 2004 and accelerate to 2% in 2005, this would still leave a substantial 
negative output gap and the unemployment rate is expected to increase to 5% in 
2004. This should lead to further deceleration in wages and prices. 

This in turn will lead to a slow down in the growth of telecom revenues, for both fixed 
and mobile. As we can see from Figure 1, the take-up of fixed and mobile in Europe 
correlates with the GDP PPP per capita (in this figure, the GDP PPP per capita 
increases along the X-axis).  

Figure 1. Correlation between GDP PPP per capita, and fixed and mobile 
penetrations. 

 

Source: Ovum 

This correlation however is not as tight for the mobile sector as for fixed, and we can 
see the countries with almost a double difference in GDP PPP per capita (Greece – 
USD 16,373, Norway – USD 29,701) achieving the same level of penetration. Figure 
2 below shows a cluster of countries with similar mobile penetration (the Netherlands 
is part of this group). This indicates that in countries with a GDP PPP per capita over 
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a certain limit, the convenience of mobility is a main factor for mobile adoption, and 
hence a substitution of fixed calls (and to a lesser extend connections) with mobile is 
a real issue.  

Figure 2. Uptake of mobile is less dependent on GDP PPP per capita 

Source: Ovum 

In light of all above points, we expect to see a higher degree of fixed mobile 
substitution in the countries that are positioned in the top right part of the red circle in 
Figure 2. We expect to see fixed mobile substitution in the Netherlands at present, 
albeit to a lesser degree than in countries with better economic situation and higher 
mobile penetration (e.g. Nordic countries).  
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Call substitution: the story so far 
Did the users make fewer fixed line calls as a result of purchasing a mobile? If they 
did so, this would indicate a degree of call substitution. Mobile brought new traffic to 
the overall voice pie, as it enabled calls to be made that otherwise would not have 
been made: outdoors and on the move. However, the call substitution issue focuses 
on whether people have used their mobile when they had access to both fixed and 
mobile phones. 

Figure 4 illustrates minutes of use at a country level in the Netherlands, UK and 
France. 

Figure 4. Fixed versus mobile MOU 

 

Source: Ovum, National regulators 

 

The users in the analysed countries made fewer calls on their fixed lines in 2002 than 
in 1999, but the decline is not very steep. It is interesting to note that average mobile 
use has not increased in any significant way, evidenced by the stable mobile minutes 
of use (MOU). One explanation is that as mobile penetration increased, the operators 
took on board low use customers which evened the benefits gained from the 
increased spend of the earlier high value users. In conclusion, although a degree of 
correlation in the decline of fixed traffic is evident with the expansion of mobile use, 
mobile voice is still only a relatively small proportion of the total voice traffic. 
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On balance we can conclude that a gradual call substitution is evident in the 
Netherlands and other developed markets in our comparison. Where users had 
access to both fixed and mobile phone they were bound to make a choice based on 
cost, convenience, time of the day, availability of “free minutes” and so on. The call 
substitution was assisted by the differences in the packaging of fixed and mobile 
voice. The bundles of inclusive “free” minutes with their mobile subscription have 
been available for years, while the fixed operators lagged behind with their outdated 
per minute charging. Only recently a number of them, such as BT, Telecom Italia, 
Verizon and KPN began to introduce minute bundles and flat rate charging.  
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Access substitution: the story so far 
Access substitution is easier to ascertain than call substitution. By comparing the 
fixed to mobile lines one can get a reasonable initial indication of the level of access 
substitution. Figure 8 illustrates the extraordinary growth of mobile services in the 
past four years in selected countries. However, the important fact for the analysis is 
that mobile growth has slowed dramatically in most developed countries, as markets 
are approaching saturation.  

Figure 8. Mobile subscribers in selected countries, 1999-2002  

Source: Ovum 

The presence of access substitution would mean fixed line decline. Figure 9 
illustrates the number of installed fixed lines in the same countries.  
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Figure 9. Fixed lines in selected countries  

Source: ITU, Ovum 

As it can be seen in Figure 9, the level of fixed penetration on average remained 
stable. However, in 2002 there was a notable decline in fixed line penetration in 
several countries, such as UK, Sweden or US. In the Netherlands, the total number of 
fixed lines in operations have increased marginally, which indicates that the level of 
substitution in the Netherlands is still lower than in some other countries in this study.  
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prepaid mobile services, because there is no mobile subscription cost. 
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A balancing act 

We believe that the marginal fixed line decline in the past few years is not the 
beginning of accelerated access substitution but rather a result of the above trends. 
The majority of the users have maintained at least one fixed line subscription, despite 
becoming mobile users. The proportion of users in the Netherlands who adopted 
mobile as their only access channel for voice services remained relatively small at 
approximately 7% of the total number of households (according to KPN). This figure 
is in line with the average EU estimate of 5-8% of the households.  
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User behaviour: Are users willing to 
substitute fixed access?  
What are the things that matter to users? 
Users with access to both fixed and mobile will continue to make choices as to 
whether they will use fixed or mobile phone on a call by call basis. In this section we 
will consider the drivers and barriers to a wholly mobile use: the factors that push 
consumers and businesses towards sole mobile use, and the factors that prevent 
them from abandoning their fixed connections. Understanding the user perspective on 
the fixed versus mobile choice is essential in our analysis of how fixed mobile 
substitution will evolve. It is generally accepted that consumers when choosing 
between alternatives will consider: 

• Cost/price 

• Quality  

• Convenience and utility. 

We will assess these from both a consumer and business perspective as they differ in 
nature and intensity for each of the market segments. 

Perception delays and behaviour inertia  
It is important to bring two other elements into the discussion: perceptions and 
behaviour patterns. 

Perceptions generally lag behind actual changes in variables. For example, a mobile 
operator might improve service quality by increasing capacity and coverage, but 
perceptions of poor quality will remain with the user for longer. T- Mobile UK is an 
example of this: when the company launched its GSM UK network (as One2One) it 
had poor coverage and capacity. Even later when it had dramatically improved both 
coverage and capacity, its image of being an operator with an inferior network 
remained for a long time. Following the experience of other mobile operators, KPN 
Mobile has recently noted that it will only launch UMTS services commercially once 
they meet the company's high standards with respect to quality of network, devices, 
and services. 

Behaviour patters among users are very slow to build but also slow to disperse. Fixed 
users in many countries have been offered  cheaper deals for years from the new 
fixed entrants, but only a small proportion abandoned the incumbents: customer 
inertia was prevalent among the rest.  

These two factors play an important part in the fixed mobile substitution analysis. 
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Drivers and barriers of fixed mobile 
substitution in the Netherlands 

Consumer substitution: force field analysis  
What are the forces that encourage or prevent consumers from using a mobile? 
Figure 10 outlines Ovum’s force field analysis for a typical consumer. The weight of 
the arrow outlines our assessment of the strength of each. 

Figure 10. Consumer drivers and barriers for fixed mobile substitution 

Mobility convenience

Handset functionality

Drivers Barriers

Mobile prices: outgoing and incoming calls

“Free minutes”

Ubiquitous

Call quality

Internet use

Health concerns

Fixed phone: home institution
Personal accessory

 

Source: Ovum 

 

Drivers for substitution 

Selected mobile prices 

Mobile prices can serve as a driver as well as a barrier to the substitution. At the 
moment, calls to some destinations in the Netherlands can be cheaper from mobile 
than fixed networks, which serves as a driver for substitution. Further reduction of 
mobile prices will undoubtedly accelerate the substitution.  

Convenience 

The mobility convenience is the biggest driving force in the decision to switch to 
mobile only use. The users can make calls at most places, including outdoors and 
whilst on the move. By comparison the fixed phones ties the user to the place where 
the phone is. While DECT fixed phones have enabled fixed users to roam within pre-
defined, limited boundaries, the ability of mobile to roam across the globe at present 
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is unsurpassed. The interviewed Dutch operators listed the mobility convenience 
among main drivers for FMS.  

At the same time, they didn’t consider the convenience of ‘one number’ as an 
important FMS driver, especially for the consumer sector.  

Handset functionality 

The increased functionality of the mobile phone is a driver towards substitution of 
increasing intensity.  From its beginnings as a bulky device, the mobile phone has 
evolved into an elegant personal accessory with additional functionality. Now a mobile 
phone is not only a communications device, but a calculator, diary, organiser and a 
digital camera. Taking into account the massive investment that goes into mobile 
handset development versus that of fixed handset development, mobile phones will 
continue to surge ahead on this account. As a result this factor will continue to 
increase in intensity as a driver for access substitution. 

Bundles of inclusive minutes 

The mobile operators have traditionally been much more advanced in marketing their 
voice services. Being free from a regulatory and monopoly legacy, they have up until 
recently been ahead in the marketing game. The fact, that users have a bundle of 
inclusive minutes with their mobile subscription but no such benefit with their fixed 
subscription, was a strong driver of call substitution and could potentially be one for 
access substitution. However, the fixed operators are catching up in the marketing 
game, and many operators (KPN included) have began offering flat rate packages, 
which mimic the inclusive minutes of the mobile operators. 

Barriers for substitution  

Mobile prices 

Mobile voice has always been priced at a premium to fixed voice. The dramatic 
mobile price declines in the past five years together with prepaid options were some 
of the key drivers to wider take up of mobile services. In considering the issue of 
pricing in the substitution debate, the comparable mobile-to-fixed prices are 
important. Mobile voice in Western Europe is still between 2-4 times more expensive 
than fixed, while in the US this ratio is closer to 1.5. The Netherlands’ mobile premium 
was 2.7 in 2002, which is in line with Western European estimates. But in the access 
substitution decision it is not only the cost of outgoing calls that matter. A consumer 
that “cuts the cord” will impose a higher cost of being called by his/her family/friends, 
which are not subscribers to the same mobile network. In the Netherlands, this was 
mentioned as one of the important barriers. These two elements are strong barriers to 
access substitution. 
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Mobile voice quality  

Despite the progress that mobile communications has made, mobile voice is still 
sometimes of poorer quality than PSTN voice. This will remain so due to the inherent 
nature of mobile communications, which uses radio frequency to transmit 
communications, which is inherently less stable than the mature PSTN wireline 
service.  Issues such as dropped calls, in-building penetration and patchy coverage 
reinforce the perception that mobile is not as reliable medium of communications as a 
plain fixed telephone.  

Despite the points mentioned above, the interviewed Dutch operators didn’t see the 
quality issue as a major barrier for substitution. 

Internet use 

The use of Internet is a key barrier for many users abandoning their fixed 
subscription. Over 65% of the Netherlands’ households are currently Internet users. 
While there are attempts to use GPRS cards to enable wireless Internet use, the 
virtually limitless capacity of the wireline network and the DSL speeds are by far more 
superior to the download speeds and the capacity of the radio access network. Even 
in the future, 3G will lag behind in capacity and speeds against xDSL variants 
available on the fixed network.  

The Netherlands has a very high number of Internet users via cable modems 
(622,000 users in 2002), which is higher than the number of DSL connections 
(353,000 in 2002). If cable operators provide cheap voice as a part of the bundled 
package, this would serve as an additional barrier to the migration of fixed to mobile.  

Health concerns 

There is a constant flow of studies that either prove or disprove the connection 
between the use of mobile phones and brain cancer. For example, the Dutch 
government has recently undertook a study that found out that radiation from 3G base 
stations of third-generation mobile-phone systems could be a potential health 
problem. It is not our intent to comment on the validity of the claims either way. What 
we can note is that the constant reviving of the issue in the media does have an 
impact on decision of consumers not to dispose of their fixed phone.  

Fixed phone: a home institution 

Many users view the fixed phone as a home institution. It stays in the house and it is 
shared among the family, versus the mobile, which is a personal device and is 
mobile. At present most homes in developed markets are unimaginable without a 
fixed telephone. A counter claim to this driver is the generation flush theory: will the 
new generation of prolific young mobile users purchase a fixed phone once they 
purchase their own home? A key pointer is the fact that these young users are the 
most active fixed Internet users. Even with broadband, a voice subscription is 
currently a universal pre-condition of installing broadband. 
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On balance 
For consumers in the Netherlands the barriers against substitution are still significant. 
The mobility and handset functionality benefits are up against a number of strong 
barriers not least of, which are price and the Internet use. The comparative mobile to 
fixed pricing development is one of the most dynamic elements, particularly once 3G 
networks are in place with full capacity. Overall, we expect the strength of the barriers 
to prevail in the short-to-medium term future, and the majority of the consumers in the 
Netherlands to continue with their fixed voice subscriptions.  

Businesses substitution: force field analysis 
Figure 11 outlines Ovum’s view on the businesses’ perspective of substitution. 

Figure 11: Business perspective on move to mobile use 

 Mobility convenience

Handset functionality

Drivers

Ubiquitous

Barriers

Quality

Internet use

Call prices

PBX functionality

Customer reluctance to call mobile phones
Cost savings of no PBX

 

Source: Ovum 

 

Drivers for substitution 

Convenience 

The mobility convenience is a driver for businesses, but is not of such a strong 
intensity, as it is with consumers, in the consideration to move to exclusive mobile 
use. The bulk of the operations for most businesses are location-based, with a 
varying element of mobility in its workforce. 

Handset functionality 

The handset functionality advantage is weaker with business users, where the IT use 
complements the use of telephony systems. The fact that the PBX systems have the 
additional functionality also negates some of the advantages of mobile handsets. 
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Overall, the higher functionality of a mobile handset is a driver towards businesses’ 
decision to abandon fixed lines, but of lesser intensity. 

Cost savings 

There are substantial savings to be had by abandoning a PBX system in favour of 
mobile, which represents a considerable expense to purchase/replace and maintain. 
Mobile players offer products for this purpose, such as Vodafone’s “Wireless Office” 
in order to promote the benefits of mobile access substitution. However, these cost 
savings are balanced against the still higher call prices, as well as the higher costs 
imposed on customers and other calling parties.  

Barriers for substitution 

Quality 

The issue of mobile call quality is a much bigger barrier to businesses’ decision in 
abandoning their fixed line connection. Voice is a mission critical application for all 
businesses, which are accustomed to the near 100% reliability of the PSTN service. 
The issues of poorer in-building penetration, coverage, call quality and dropped calls 
are not tolerated by businesses as readily as by consumers. In the Netherlands, 
however, this is not considered to be a major barrier for substitution. 

Data and Internet use 

Access to the Internet is ubiquitous among medium and large businesses. Voice 
communications for many businesses are closely connected to their use of Internet. 
SOHO/SME have ISDN and xDSL solutions, which are inherently integrated voice 
and data services over the same physical connection, and large corporates 
increasingly have convergent networks that integrate voice and data services. GPRS 
and even 3G with their limited speeds and capacity constraints are not able to meet 
the complete Internet and data needs for businesses and replace the fixed Internet 
and data services. 

Higher cost of calling a mobile 

By switching to mobile only voice solutions, businesses will potentially impose higher 
costs of calls for its customers. The concern would be that, in a competitive market, 
customers with a choice of suppliers could select the business with a fixed number. 
This barrier will remain as long as mobile termination tariffs remain higher than fixed, 
and this is set to remain the case in the medium term.  

Mobile prices 

The prices of outgoing mobile calls are a barrier to businesses, albeit of lesser 
intensity that it is with consumers. Business users are less price sensitive, but the 
medium and large companies have central purchasing units, which are very price 
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sensitive. On balance, mobile prices are still effective barriers for businesses’ 
decision for mobile substitution. 

On balance 
Compared with consumers, the drivers for businesses for substitution are often 
weaker while at the same time the barriers are stronger. Therefore business users will 
continue using mobile ‘on the move’, but are not likely to completely abandon their 
fixed voice services. 
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Mobile operators’ strategies: assault 
on voice? 
To understand whether mobile operators in the Netherlands would threaten fixed 
voice and push FMS aggressively, let us assess the drivers and barriers.   

There are several driving forces that could push the mobile operators into aggressive 
pricing of mobile voce with a view to threaten fixed voice: 

• Slow/Low mobile data take up. A slow or low take up of advanced mobile data 
services is a possibility, albeit one that the mobile industry does not wish to 
contemplate. In such a scenario, the mobile operators could find themselves with 
a lot of spare capacity. Some of them will turn to voice to fill the capacity and plug 
the revenue gap. Telfort, for example, continued shifting away from data products 
towards voice which had a large impact on the data portfolio of Telfort – only one 
data product (Blackberry) remained in Telfort’s corporate GPRS portfolio. 

• New entrants. The excess capacity of the existing mobile networks increases the 
viability of the MVNO model. This model is well presented in the Netherlands. 
Some of the MVNOs have very strong brands - Tele2, for example, has 80% 
brand recognition in the Netherlands. Tele2 has entered the Netherlands as a 
fixed operator and quickly established its customer base; now it’s aiming to 
convert all its fixed customers into mobile using attractive tariff packages. 
Orange’s re-branding in March 2003 has increased brand awareness to 93% in 
the Netherlands – the company is now developing a MVNO strategy. 

• Non-dominant operators in quest for revenues. Some non-dominant operators 
are faced with the same network coverage costs as the dominant operators but 
with much lower revenues from the lower subscriber base. These operators may 
well decide to attack voice markets by wholesaling capacity to MVNO operators. 
This will lead to an increase in the number of service providers (and not network 
operators) and more intense mobile competition. Telfort’s strategy is to focus on 
the simple voice services and mobile wholesale – over the recent months, the 
company has signed ESP/MVNO deals with ID&T, Versatel and Albert Heijn (the 
largest grocery chain in the Netherlands).  

• 3G launch. After 3G is commercially launched in the Netherlands, the increased 
capacity of the operational 3G networks will enable pure mobile players to offer 
and carry mobile voice at much lower prices, without overloading their networks.  

However, there are also powerful barriers that prevent mobile operators from 
attacking fixed voice via aggressive pricing: 

• Fixed operator owned. The incumbent, KPN, owns KPN Mobile. In light of this, 
an attack on fixed voice is unlikely to be high on its agenda. However, operators 
such as Vodafone, Orange and T-Mobile are pure mobile players, and they 
represent a significant force that undermines this barrier. 
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• Reduction in mobile termination revenues. The Netherlands is set to reduce 
its mobile termination tariffs as of January 2004. We believe that this reduction 
will force mobile operators to keep their retail voice prices high to balance out a 
loss in revenue, and therefore this will slow down the substitution.  

• Reduction in roaming revenues. The EU is investigating the charging for 
roaming calls by mobile operators. These calls are a source of high margin 
revenues for operators as they are typically levied over the less price sensitive 
business user. A reduction in these, which is not unlikely, will also dent mobile 
operators’ desire to reduce retail tariffs for mobile voice. 

• VoIP development. This is potentially a big problem for mobile operators.  If 
VoIP becomes widespread the possibility exists that operators will lose a slice of 
their voice telephony revenues to much cheaper IP-based services. Mobile 
operators at the moment are not sure of the exact effect that VoIP will have on 
their business. We believe that if VoIP technology makes the voice free (mainly 
for international calls), then this would have a negative effect of FMS, because 
customers would have more reason to keep their PSTN lines and ADSL lines. 
This would also be a barrier for FMS for international calls. 

In the long run, if 3G technology allows VoIP over mobile, then FMS will increase, 
as more people will migrate to using a mobile for all types of calls. We think that 
the 3G effect will be negligible in the forecast period.  

Mobile operators’ strategies: substitution arsenal  

Driving substitution 
Mobile substitution is not totally dependent on active focus from mobile operators. 
However, their concerted effort will add weight to a move in this direction. Mobile 
operators willing to pursue active substitution strategies have a strong arsenal that 
they can use to promote their voice services over fixed operators. In essence their 
strategy will be to play on their strengths over the fixed operators, while keeping in 
mind the perspectives for a move to mobile for each of their customers segments. 

Mobile operators have to actively promote the drivers towards call and access 
substitution, while attempting to nullify the barriers. Key to their access substitution’ 
message will be that users do not have to pay two subscriptions for one service.  

Utilise the convenience advantages 
The mobile phone has an enormous convenience advantage over the fixed phone. 
The fact that it enables a user not only to make calls indoors but also on the move 
and roam with the same device virtually across the globe is a big advantage over 
fixed services. This advantage can be used by mobile operators to promote both call 
and access substitution.  
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However, operators will have to confront the issue of coverage and in-building 
penetration in order to minimise the quality barrier.  

Exploit the handset functionality 
Mobile operators can also exploit the fact that mobile handset functionality has grown 
substantially over the last couple of years. The mobile handset is not just a phone but 
also a calculator, organiser, and a digital camera. With such a combination the mobile 
operators have a powerful tool to influence users, especially for access substitution. 

Tariff innovation 
The mobile operators can also use their comparative advantage in tariff innovation 
over the fixed operators, and lack of regulatory burden to devise compelling tariffs 
that will tempt users to abandon their fixed phones. This will not be as easy as it used 
to be in the initial days of telecommunications liberalisation: the fixed operators are 
slowly catching up in the marketing game. In addition, a reduction in mobile 
termination rates is likely to prevent mobile operators from aggressive tariff 
decreases. In fact, Tele2 increased its prices in May 2003 following the increase of 
mobile terminating tariffs of the other mobile operators. Therefore tariff innovation 
should be a focus for mobile operators strategy, especially for call substitution. 

Bundled minutes are the most common way for mobile operators to demonstrate their 
tariff innovation strategies. There are many examples of bundled packages in the 
Netherlands, one of them being Zakelijk Optimaal from T-Mobile. With this package, 
the operator offers a very competitive product in the business segment, irrespective of 
the number of connections. The usage tariffs, both national and international, are the 
lowest in the industry and the additional services and modules are free of charge.  

Another example would be T-Mobile’s pre-paid package ‘Beltegoed’ (TBP), 
introduced in December 2002. TBP is a special voucher to add credit to a pre-paid 
account each month. The customer pays up front and gets a reduction, depending on 
the voucher purchased. The reduction at purchase ranges from 20% to 35%. The 
‘Beltegoed’ package aims to lock in customers, thus reducing pre-paid churn and 
increasing pre-paid ARPU.  

The clarity and comparability of tariff packages is another important technique in tariff 
innovation. In April 2003, debitel Nederland restructured its portfolio of individual 
subscriptions. With the slogan "the certainty of the right choice", debitel promoted its 
bundled minutes subscriptions provided over the O2 network, with an emphasis on 
the easy comparability of its offerings.  

Use the attraction of mobile data applications 
The mobile operators will have to creatively use the “pull factor” of the popular 
applications such as SMS, but also use services such as location based services, 
MMS and video mobile. A well-balanced bundle of these packages with voice will 
promote the greater attractiveness of mobile, and will drive access substitution.   
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Among the examples of these services in the Netherlands, are KPN’s i-mode and 
Vodafone live! KPN i-mode is focussed on the business segment with its prepaid 
services. KPN promises continuous improvement in handsets, network and 
services/content. Vodafone live! has one large advantage compared to i-mode - 
MMS. Vodafone launched its multimedia offering - Vodafone live! in October 2003. 
Vodafone live! is a package of taking, sending and receiving pictures, mobile Internet, 
Java games, e-mail, chat and the more common features like ring tones, SMS, MMS 
and calling. The services are in colour and are transmitted over GPRS networks. 

Innovative service / bundled fixed-mobile packages 
Mobile operators can continue attacking fixed traffic by offering bundled fixed-mobile 
packages to their existing mobile user base, and by offering new innovative services 
that target traditionally fixed traffic (such as Internet). In November 2003, KPN Mobile 
announced its plans to start a pilot offering of wireless broadband Internet access 
over WLAN at more than 200 public hotspots in the Netherlands. All KPN subscribers 
will be able to participate in the WLAN pilot, which will last for three months. All users 
will have 20 hours of broadband access at hotspots around the country for a one-off 
fee. This strategy will drive call substitution, and eventually access substitution. 
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Fixed operators’ strategies: defensive 
arsenal  

Act now  
The fixed operators are not defenceless against the potential onslaught of mobile 
operators. They have a number of measures at their disposal that can be used to 
build on the established relationship with their customers. They must act now in order 
to raise defences and maximise their effect. 

Flat rate tariffs: build loyalty 
The use of flat rate tariffs is a good tool in building loyalty. The customers’ perception 
of the price of calls is crucial in achieving this. They offer economic benefits and 
peace of mind to the users. If the user perceives the incremental minutes as free they 
will not switch providers so freely. This strategy works to combat the call substitution. 

KPN launched a bundled product (BelPlus100) on 1 July 2003. For an additional 2.17 
per month the customer receives 100 minutes of local calls and a 10% discount on 
national and international long-distance calls. The bundle has seen rapid take-up, 
with 500,000 customers signing up within six weeks. However, OPTA has decided to 
restrict KPN from offering flat rate because there was no matching wholesale offer on 
the market. 

Enertel and Versatel stated that they have no plans to offer flat-rate services in the 
near future. When asked about the effect of KPN flat-rate packages on FMS, Versatel 
stated that the effect would be negligible for consumers (mobile users wouldn’t be 
influenced in any significant way by a further reduction in fixed prices), and very mild 
for the business sector. 

These flat-rate packages are relatively easy to implement for the incumbent local 
operators, as they own the local network. The marginal cost of calls is very small.  
However, they will not be so easy to implement by alternative operators who are 
burdened with termination charges, which could create an anti-competitive situation. It 
is difficult however to quantify the effect of the fixed flat-rate tariffs on FMS, as there is 
a shortage of historical data available. 

Bundled ‘Internet/fixed voice/mobile voice’ packages 
Dutch fixed operators in our study stated that customers (especially in a business 
sector) were keen to have one package of fixed and mobile services from a single 
provider. Enertel, for example, is considering forming an alliance with a mobile 
operator in 2004 to be able to add a Mobile VPN to its service package. Although at 
the moment Enertel considers Mobile VPN to be a VAS to its existing VPN products, 
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once mobile prices become low enough, this service might become a major threat to 
fixed operators. In addition to bundled fixed/mobile services, Enertel is planning to 
offer a single bill and a single point of customer contact.  

Versatel has recently started offering bundled services to the business market via its 
ESP agreement with Telfort. The bundled package includes Internet, fixed telephony 
and mobile telephony. Versatel plans to win the customers based on its attractive 
packages. The company also believes that offering a single bill is an important 
differentiator in the market. 

In addition, mobile operators in our study believed that the best defensive strategy for 
KPN would be to offer bundled fixed-mobile services. 

In addition to bundled packages, fixed operators in the Netherlands can also 
introduce innovative services. In March 2003, KPN launched SMS messaging via its 
fixed-line network across the Netherlands. This service is only possible with specified 
fixed phones. While receiving text messages is possible with any phone, mobile 
customers need to subscribe to a separate number recognition package.  
All messages, whether sent by mobile or fixed-line are delivered as spoken text. 
Sending messages from mobile to fixed-line is possible from KPN Mobile, Vodafone, 
O2 and T-Mobile networks. 

These strategies of offering ‘bundled packages’ is able to firstly combat call 
substitution, and then eventually access substitution. 
 

Exploit the customer ownership 
One of the most important benefits that fixed operators can and should exploit is 
ownership of the end user. Fixed operators, who can offer bundled fixed/mobile 
services to their existing customer base are more likely to be able to protect 
themselves against customer churn. In the Netherlands, Tele2 is converting its fixed 
customers to mobile users. Enertel stated that ‘the operator who has the ownership of 
the customer will win the game’. Versatel plans to leverage its fixed network and its 
ADSL client base for promoting bundled packages. Versatel stated that FMS is not a 
threat for them, it’s an opportunity to get more revenue from the existing client base. 
This strategy is aimed to combat access substitution. 

Cheaper prices 
The fixed operators should emphasise the lower price of calls made over fixed 
networks. The mobile to fixed price premium, especially for international calls, can 
become a valid reason for consumers to keep their fixed line. This strategy is aimed 
at combating call substitution. 
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Focus on offering a broadband Internet via xDSL 
The large and growing use of the Internet, both dial up and broadband plays in the 
hands of the fixed operators in defending against access substitution. Simply, dial-up 
services are provided via the same PSTN line, and the users will be required to have 
a voice line in order to get an ADSL service as well. Although broadband/ADSL will 
initially have a cannibalising effect on the incumbent’s revenue stream, it enhances 
the defensive characteristics of the fixed-line network and benefits the incumbent in 
the intermediate term. Broadband penetration in the Netherlands is already amongst 
the highest in Europe, at around 22%. Initially cable companies completely 
dominated, but after a slow start KPN has started to push ADSL quite aggressively. 
By mid 2003 it had 608,000 subscribers, and is well on track to meet its target of 
675,000 ADSL customers by year-end. The increase of Internet provision over xDSL 
rather than a cable modem is a strong defensive strategy against FMS, as it 
encourages customers to keep their PSTN line. 

Mobile operators are not in a strong position to compete for the Internet market. 3G 
compared to DSL will not be effective in terms of cost, capacity and download speed 
to cater for the needs of fixed Internet users, in the same way that 2G was to dial up. 
The fixed operators will have to keep this in mind when they promote their own 
services and develop effective packages of voice and Internet services that will play 
to their strengths.  

The cost of calling a mobile phone 
The fixed operators have the advantage of their lower termination rates, which means 
that it is cheaper for the user to call someone on their fixed phone, than it is on their 
mobile. Unless of course, the users are on the same network, which is an increasing 
trend among peer groups. Nevertheless, calling a mobile from a fixed phone is a 
much more expensive than calling another fixed phone and will remain so in the 
foreseeable future. That is of course, if the mobile operators do not reduce the 
termination charges to match the fixed ones, a very unlikely scenario. A slight drop in 
mobile termination rates will still make fixed to mobile expensive when compared with 
fixed to fixed. The utilisation of this advantage by fixed operators will help them to 
combat a call substitution. 

Call quality advantage 
The fixed operators can use the advantage in call quality of their network to 
emphasise the benefit of continued subscription and use of fixed phones, and combat 
access substitution. BT, for example, has already started doing so, with a series of 
advertisements in the London Underground network such as: “ There are some calls 
where you can’t say: I’ll call you back, I am going into a tunnel”. Considering that the 
mobile voice quality is already very high in the Netherlands, this strategy should be 
aimed mainly at business customers. 
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Exploit the status of fixed phone as a home institution 
The fact that the majority of the consumers see the fixed phone as a home institution 
will have to be reinforced and exploited by fixed operators in their efforts to prevent 
access substitution. Not only they will have to reinforce the benefits to existing users 
of fixed line ownership, but they will have to educate a new generation of prolific 
young mobile users that fixed phone is a necessity once they set up their own home. 
They will be keen to promote “Fixed for the home, mobile on the move”  

Reductions in prices 
A reduction in mobile voice prices by mobile operators can be met by a reduction of 
fixed voice prices by fixed operators in order to maintain the mobile premium and fend 
off a substitution premium, which will slow down call substitution. Of course, this 
would be difficult for new entrant operators who are already struggling financially 
despite aggressive pricing of fixed voice. 

Overall, we believe that the reduction in fixed voice is not going to be the most 
powerful weapon in fighting off the migration of fixed users to mobile (on a call-by-call 
basis or at access level). Mobile users already know that the fixed voice is cheaper, 
and any further reduction in price is unlikely to stimulate any significant growth in 
demand.  
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Fixed mobile substitution - market size 

Our approach 
In order to estimate the current size of the FMS market and produce our forecast, we 
will need to estimate the total revenue of the fixed voice market and total revenue of 
the mobile voice market. 
• fixed voice market revenues will be based on the projected volume of fixed traffic 

(minutes) and the average revenue per minute.  
• mobile market revenue will be based on the projected volume of mobile traffic 

(minutes) and the average revenue per minute 
• we will also assess price elasticity, user behaviour, competition and proposed 

regulatory changes. 

Price and demand elasticity 
We estimate price elasticity for: 
• fixed voice to be close to 1 – bringing the price down raises usage so that overall 

revenues stay roughly the same  
• mobile voice to be greater than 1 – bringing the price down raises usage so that 

overall revenues rise. 
We expect mobile voice price elasticity to fall as prices decline. 
We believe that, at least while mobile is perceived as ‘expensive’, pure price elasticity 
is hard to measure. Some users like to fix their monthly outgoings on mobile as far as 
possible, hence the popularity of prepaid and bundled airtime. Price considerations 
are of course factored in, but optimising share of disposable income may be a 
deciding factor in choosing a supplier. 
As for cross-elasticity of demand between fixed and mobile, this comes in several 
different flavours: 
• line substitution – where the mobile connection displaces a fixed connection 

we do not expect significant line substitution in most segments 

the exceptions are students, people early in their working life who rent their 
accommodation, and countries where household size is large 

• Call substitution – where people opt to make a call on the mobile network instead 
of the fixed network 

this will be significant 

Convenience will be the driving factor for substitution. Convenience relates to 
mobility, information (easy access to phone book) and disposable time. In the 
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situations when convenience is not a driver (i.e. the customer can use either fixed or 
mobile), price becomes the driving factor for traffic substitution. 

Segmentation assessment 
Less wealthy segments are not necessarily more price-sensitive – often the business 
or social life of these segments will depend on mobile communications to a higher 
degree, so they may be more willing to spend on traffic substitution within their 
disposable budget. 

Where price sensitivity is felt, it is most likely to be in the form of reaching the limit of 
their prepaid amount or nearing the limit of their monthly bundled minutes. 

More wealthy segments are often more willing to spend on capital goods bringing the 
benefit that operating expenses such as airtime are reduced. For example, they 
would be more likely to buy a GSM/Bluetooth phone for cellular/cordless use. 

Private wire and mobile VPN 
We have assumed that in the Netherlands, corporate users are generally happier (in 
principle) to spend a fixed amount on capital expenditure than an unknown amount on 
operating expenditure, so corporate price sensitivity to tariffs is quite high. This would 
mean that if prices were reduced, the corporate user would respond by increasing the 
traffic volume. 

We expect to see low willingness to pay in substituting mobile traffic for fixed from 
corporate telecoms departments, unless there is clever price bundling in place across 
the two. (Obviously, individual users in a corporation have much higher willingness to 
pay because they do not perceive that they are paying). 

In contrast, we would expect the markets for voice over Bluetooth, WLAN and DECT 
to improve over time, as prices are reduced and mobile solutions approach the capital 
expenditure cost of fixed-line equipment. 

Price trends 
Forecasting tariffs is a hazardous business. However, we can draw some general 
assumptions. 

First, fixed-line retail tariffs will continue to fall steadily, due to: 
• regulation 
• competition (secondary factor) 
• changing cost structures of fixed networks 

distance will have a diminishing role in fixed network tariffs – five-year view 

with a large amount of Internet traffic to carry, voice will become a smaller 
application on the fixed network – 5 year view – so may be bundled in with data 
subscriptions at a very low marginal price. 
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Mobile tariffs will also continue to fall, due to: 
• competition 
• falling tariffs on the fixed network – these will drag mobile tariffs down to some 

extent 
• changing cost structures of mobile networks – a loaded 3G network should be 

more efficient (hence cheaper) per bit than a GSM network. 

We expect to see mobile operators targeting specific segments with airtime packages 
that make it sensible to substitute voice traffic onto the mobile network. Fixed 
operators will also offer bundled minutes packages. 

Confusion among users is significant and they find it difficult to make comparisons. 
They tend to look for fixing costs and are then motivated by convenience within the 
cost envelope. 

We expect voice traffic to increase with the commercial launch of 3G. 3G technology 
has been hailed as the enabler of “all singing all dancing” data services, but the focus 
has since shifted on the increased capacity that it brings. With more efficient use of 
the radio spectrum, a fully deployed W-CDMA network will have more capacity than 
its equivalent GSM/GPRS network. Mobile operators could potentially be able to 
market mobile voice at competitive prices to fixed voice markets and drive much 
higher levels of call substitution and eventually access substitution.  

Estimating average revenue per minute 
Comparing fixed and mobile pricing is difficult. Minute by minute price comparisons 
are virtually meaningless as the fixed operators do charge line rental whereas about 
63% of the mobile users in the Netherlands are on prepaid, subscription free tariffs. 
This means that the fixed operators recoup some of the revenues from the 
subscription revenues, and can charge lower per minute tariffs, whereas the mobile 
operators have to recoup all of the revenues (from their prepaid customers) from the 
call charges. What is more, it is virtually a norm for the subscription-based mobile 
subscriber to get bundles of inclusive minutes included in the post-paid package. To 
make matters more complicated, the fixed operators regularly offer a wide range of 
discount packages to users on to their standard tariffs. Taking into account the 
regular changes to the tariff packages, to produce a like for like comparison that can 
be monitored over time is virtually impossible 

One approach is to compare the total cost (line rental + voice revenues) versus the 
total user utility (voice minutes) for both fixed and mobile voice, in the Netherlands 
and, for comparison purposes, in the markets where such data is available. The result 
is average revenue per minute (ARPM) for both fixed and mobile voice. We can then 
compare these to arrive at mobile to fixed ARPM.  

Figure 12 shows the ratio for the Netherlands and selected EU countries where such 
data is available.  
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Figure 12: Average mobile to fixed ARPM for the Netherlands, France, Spain, 
Sweden, and UK  

Source: Ovum, National regulators 

 

Figure 12 illustrates that although on average the mobile prices have declined in 
relation to fixed, the revenue per minute figures are still between 2-4 times more 
expensive in the countries presented. In other words, mobile voice is still priced at a 
premium to fixed.  

Fixed and mobile voice revenues 
Following the assumption in the price and demand elasticity section above, we will 
forecast the ARPMs and traffic volumes year-by-year over the next 5 years for both 
fixed and mobile markets. We will use the assumptions for the price elasticity to 
forecast ARPM, and assumptions for the demand elasticity to estimate traffic 
volumes. 

We then multiply the traffic volumes by ARPMs to arrive at the fixed and mobile 
revenue figures.  

To cross check our estimates of total voice revenue, we assess the total voice 
revenue as a proportion of GDP (we use the GDP forecasts from the OECD). For the 
purpose of this exercise we assume that the usage patterns in the Netherlands will 
remain stable in the forecast period. The result of this top-down methodology shows 
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that voice revenues as a proportion of GDP will be declining in the forecast period, 
which is in line with our assumptions of increased data services take-up.  

Fixed Mobile Substitution revenue 
Once we are confident that our bottom-up fixed and mobile voice revenue forecasts 
are in line with overall market development, we can estimate what proportion of fixed 
traffic and fixed revenue has been lost to the mobile sector.  

Firstly, we estimate what volume of the fixed traffic is lost annually from fixed 
networks. We then make an assumption as to what proportion of the total number of 
fixed minutes was lost due to FMS, and what proportion was lost due to a substitution 
of voice with data. This allows us to estimate the total number of fixed minutes 
migrating to mobile networks per annum. We then multiply the number of minutes 
with projected mobile ARPM to estimate how much revenue mobile operators 
generate due to traffic migration from fixed to mobile. This approach includes both call 
and access substitution. The ARPM includes call revenues and subscription 
revenues. The minutes included in our calculations are voice minutes only – we 
excluded Internet calls.  

Figure 13 shows the FMS effect in the Netherlands in 2003-2007. We believe that in a 
forecast period, we are going to see a gradual increase in the call substitution, and 
hence only a slight increase in the FMS revenue numbers. 

Figure 13. FMS effect, Netherlands, 2003-2007 

Source: Ovum  
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Figure 14 and Figure 15 illustrate the level of  FMS – the total number of minutes that 
migrate from fixed to mobile networks per annum, and the mobile ARPM development 
in the forecast period. These two factors multiplied produce the FMS revenue. 

Figure 14. FMS traffic, 2002 - 2007 

 

Source: Ovum 

We expect to see the gradual decline in mobile ARPM mainly due to a fierce 
competition in the Dutch mobile market and to the increased availability of the cheap 
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Figure 15. Mobile ARPM, 2002-2007 

Source: Ovum 
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Summary of main points for OPTA  
1. Fixed mobile substitution is a real issue in the Netherlands – one of the 

indications is a constant decline in the total volume of fixed traffic in 1999-2003, 
and an increase in mobile traffic over the same period. 

2. In the forecast period, we expect to see gradual call substitution that would result 
in a slight increase in the FMS market size. According to the interviewed 
operators, access substitution is only likely to become an issue of some 
significance in 5-7 years time.  

3. FMS includes many complex issues that we can not analyse in a scope of this 
report, due to either early stages of technological developments, or unclear 
regulatory status, or lack of precedent for user behaviour. One example is the 
effect of VoIP on FMS. To assess the VoIP effect fully, we need to understand 
how the market would react to the introduction of VoIP over mobile networks (as 
opposed to fixed), what would be the regulator’s position, how quickly would the 
technology develop, etc. 

4. To be able to analyse in detail some of the issues we touched upon in this report 
(e.g. flat-rate packages, VoIP, tariff reductions, etc), we need to have more 
information on user behaviour in the Netherlands. We gave a top-level view on 
how these issues would affect FMS development, but for more detailed prognosis 
an additional user study would be necessary. 

5. Dutch operators that we interviewed as part of this study felt that the user accepts 
mobility convenience, and now it’s the mobile price premium that stops access 
substitution becoming a norm. Therefore, mobile operators are already reducing 
prices, and given the level of competition in the Dutch mobile market, this trend is 
likely to continue further. Price reduction by fixed operators was considered to be 
less efficient in preventing users from moving to mobile. The interviewed 
operators also felt that fixed operators should focus on promoting low-priced 
international calls.  

6. The operators that were interviewed also felt that ownership of the customer is 
very important, and hence we are likely to see many bundled fixed/mobile offers 
in the Netherlands, whereby operators offer additional services to their existing 
packages in order to provide full-service solutions. This is especially important for 
fixed operators who can leverage their existing client base and offer additional 
mobile services to them.  

7. We expect to see more and more mobile operators reselling their excess 
capacity, resulting in a further increase of MVNOs’ market shares.  

8. Innovative tariffs / flat-rate tariffs are currently among the most powerful weapons 
for mobile operators, but not used by fixed operators (due to regulatory 
restrictions). The view of the market is that although flat-rate fixed tariffs might 
build loyalty among users, this will not be a powerful barrier for users deciding to 
move to mobile. 
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9. Broadband Internet might be a saving grace for fixed operators, at least in the 
forecast period, until 3G makes Internet over mobile commercially available, 
affordable and convenient to use. 

10. Interviewed operators have listed the following issues that OPTA can influence to 
change the degree of FMS:  

 Mobile termination rates – if OPTA puts these rates down, this might force 
mobile operators to put prices up  

 Roaming tariffs – if OPTA reduces these tariffs, mobile operators might be 
forced to get revenues from somewhere else, so they might put the retail 
tariffs up  

 One number issue – If ‘one number’ for business is imposed, then there will 
be no recognition of what type of call is being made, which will put pressure 
on mobile retails tariffs, and might result in an increase of retail mobile tariffs. 

 Subsidies on handsets - If subsidies on handsets are removed, the operators 
might be able to reduce retail mobile prices  

 

 


